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In this paper we first introduce a new generalized cyclotomy of order 2 with respect
to pe11
2pet
t
, then we calculate the new cyclotomic numbers of order 2. Some applica-
tions of the new cyclotomy in sequences, cryptography, and coding theory are also
discussed. In the last section of this paper, we introduce more generalized cyclotomies
and point out their applications. The major motivation behind the new generalized
cyclotomies is the construction of binary duadic codes. ( 1998 Academic Press1. INTRODUCTION
Let n52 be a positive integer. A partition MD
0
, D
1
,2 , Dd~1N of Z*n is
a family of sets with
D
1
WD
j
"0 for all iOj, ¤d~1
i/0
D
i
"Z*
n
.
If D
0
is a multiplicative subgroup of Z*
n
, and there are elements g
1
,2 , gd~1
of Z*
n
such that D
i
"g
i
D
0
for all i, the D
i
are called generalized cyclotomic
classes of order d when n is composite, and classical cyclotomic classes of
order d when n is prime. The (generalized) cyclotomic numbers of order d are140
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NEW GENERALIZED CYCLOTOMY 141defined by
(i, j)"D (D
i
#1)WD
j
D , i, j"0, 1,2 , d!1.
Note that there could exist many multiplicative subgroups D
0
of index d of
Z*
n
. Different D
0
give different generalized cyclotomies and cyclotomic num-
bers of order d.
Cyclotomy is an old topic of elementary number theory. Cyclotomic and
generalized cyclotomic numbers are related to Waring’s problem [6], differ-
ence sets [3, 16, 17], sequences [4, 5, 10], coding theory [14, 15], and crypto-
graphy [7].
Classical cyclotomy was dealt to a good extent by Gauss in his ‘‘Disqui-
sitiones Arithmeticae’’ [9], where he introduced the so called Gaussian
periods, and cyclotomic numbers. Both Gaussian periods and some cyclotomic
numbers are related to some cyclic codes [13, 15].
Cyclotomic numbers of order up to 24 with respect to primes have been
calculated with various kinds of character sums. Generalized cyclotomic
numbers of order 2 with respect to p2 were presented in [7] for cryptographic
purpose, but no proof was given. A generalized cyclotomy with respect to pq
was introduced by Whiteman [17], where the motivation is to search for
residue difference sets. Whiteman’s Generalized cyclotomic numbers of or-
ders 2, 4, and 6 with respect to pq are known now. However, his generalized
cyclotomy is not consistent with classical cyclotomy.
In this paper, we first introduce a new generalized cyclotomy with respect
to pe1
1
2pet
t
, which includes classical cyclotomy as a special case. Then we
compute the generalized cyclotomic numbers of order 2, and investigate some
applications of the new generalized cyclotomy in sequences, cryptography,
and coding theory. Finally, we introduce more new generalized cyclotomies
and point out their applications.
2. NEW GENERALIZED CYCLOTOMY w.r.t. pe1
1
2pet
t
For a positive integer n52, we use Z
n
to denote the ring Z
n
"
M0, 1, 2,2 , n!1N with integer addition modulo n and integer multiplication
modulo n as the ring operations. Here and hereafter amodn denotes the least
nonnegative integer that is congruent to a modulon. As usual, we use Z*
n
to
denote all the invertible elements of Z
n
.
Let S be a subset of Z
n
and a an element of Z
n
, define
a#S"S#a"Ms#a : s3SN , aS"Sa"Mas : s3SN ,
where addition and multiplication refer to those of Z
n
.
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1
, p
2
,2 , pt be pairwise distinct odd primes satisfying
gcd(pei~1
i
(p
i
!1), pej~1
j
(p
j
!1))"2 for all iOj. (1)
Thus, there is at most one p
i
such that p
i
,1 (mod 4).
Let e
1
51,2, et51 be integers. Define
n" t<
i/1
pei
i
, e"21~t t<
i/1
pei~1
i
(p
i
!1) .
The group Z*
n
of all invertible elements of Z
n
has cardinality
/(n)" t<
i/1
(p
i
!1)pei~1
i
,
where / (x) denotes the Euler function.
An integer a is said to be a primitive root of (or modulo) n if the multiplica-
tive order of a modulo n is / (n), where gcd(a, n)"1. It is well-known that the
only integers having primitive roots are pe, 2pe, 1, 2, and 4, where p is an odd
prime.
If g is a primitive root of p2, then it is one of p. g is a primitive root of p2 if
and only if it is one of all pi for i51 [1]. That g is a primitive root of p does
not necessarily imply that it is one of p2, but such a case is rare.
Let g
i
be a primitive root of pei
i
. Define g to be the unique solution of the
following set of congruences
g,g
i
(modpei
i
) , i"1, 2,2, t ,
where 04g4n!1. Then g is a common primitive root of pe1
1
2pet
t
.
The following Generalized Chinese Remainder Theorem is frequently used
in the sequel. For a proof of the Generalized Chinese Remainder Theorem
and a comprehensive treatment of applications of the Chinese Remainder
Theorem in computing, coding, and cryptography, we refer to [8].
LEMMA 1. ‚et m
1
,2, mt be positive integers. For a set of integers
a
1
,2 ,at , the system of congruences
x,a
i
(modm
i
), i"1,2 , t
has solutions if and only if
a
i
,a
j
(mod gcd(m
i
, m
j
) ) , iOj, 14i, j4t. (2)
If (2) is satisfied, the solution is unique modulo lcm(m
1
,2 , mt).
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My
1
,2, ytN. For each 14i4t, let yi be the unique solution of the set of
congruences
y
i
,g (mod pei
i
),
y
i
,1 (mod pej
j
), jOi , (3)
where 04y
i
4n!1. The existence and uniqueness of y
i
are guaranteed by
the Chinese Remainder Theorem.
LEMMA 2. ord
n
(g)"e.
Proof. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem and (1)
ord
n
(g)"lcmMord
pe11
(g),2 , ordpett (g)N
"lcmM/(pe1
1
),2 ,/ (pett )N
"lcmMpe1~1
1
(p
1
!1),2 , pet~1t (pt!1)N
"e. j
For t52, define
‰"Mya1
1
ya2
2
yat~1
t~1
: a
i
3M0, 1NN .
For t"1, we define ‰"M1N. Let G"(g2) be the subgroup of Z*
n
, gener-
ated by g2. By Lemma 2, DG D"e/2.
LEMMA 3. y23G for each y3‰.
Proof. By definition, every element y3‰ must be of the form
y"ya1
1
ya2
2
yat~1
t~1
,
where a
i
3M0, 1N. It follows that
y2"y2a1
1
y2a2
2
y2at~1
t~1
.
We want to prove now that there is an even s with 04s4e!1 such that
y2"gs. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, it is equivalent to solving the
following system of congruences
144 DING AND HELLESETHgs,g2a1
F
gs,g2at~2
gs,g2at~1
gs,1
(mod pe1
1
) ,
(mod pet~2
t~2
) ,
(mod pet~1
t~1
),
(mod pet
t
) .
This has a solution if and only if
s,2a
1
F
s,2a
t~2
s,2a
t~1
s,0
(mod pe1~1
1
(p
1
!1)) ,
(mod pet~2~1
t~2
(p
t~2
!1)),
(mod pet~1~1
t~1
(p
t~1
!1)),
(mod pet~1
t
(p
t
!1))
(4)
has a solution. By (1) and the above Generalized Chinese Remainder The-
orem, there is a unique solution s modulo e of (4). By the last congruence of
(4), s is even. Again by the Chinese Remainder Theorem gs"y2. j
Define
D(n)
0
"Mg2sy : s"0, 1,2 , (e!2)/2; y3‰N .
LEMMA 4. D(n)
0
is a subgroup of Z*
n
with DD(n)
0
D"2t~2e.
Proof. Let
a"gs1ya1
1
ya2
2
yat~1
t~1
,
b"gs2yb1
1
yb2
2
ybt~1
t~1
be two elements of D(n)
0
, where s
1
and s
2
are even. By Lemma 3,
yai`bi
i
"G
1, if a
i
#b
i
"0;
y
i
, if a
i
#b
i
"1;
gs, if a
i
#b
i
"2,
where s is an even integer. Thus, ab3D(n)
0
.
Let the above a be a fixed element of D(n)
0
. Let the described b above be
a variable. We wish to find an even integer 04s
2
4e!1, and b
i
3M0, 1N
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i
are defined as follows:
b
i
"G
0,
1,
if a
i
"0;
if a
i
"1.
By Lemma 3, define
u
i
"G
0,
u,
if a
i
"0;
if a
i
"1,
where u is the unique one such that gu"y2
i
, by Lemma 3 u is even. By
defining
s
2
"!(s
1
#u
1
#2#u
t~1
)mod e,
the corresponding b satisfies ab,1 (mod n). Note that since s
1
, u
1
,2 , ut~1
and e are even, the obtained s
2
must be even. Hence, a3D(n)
0
implies that
a~13D(n)
0
. This proves that D(n)
0
is a group.
It is obvious that DD(n)
0
D42t~2e. Assume that two elements
a"gs1ya1
1
ya2
2
yat~1
t~1
,
b"gs2yb1
1
yb2
2
ybt~1
t~1
of D(n)
0
are equal, where s
1
and s
2
are even. Modulo pei
i
this implies
s
1
#a
i
,s
2
#b
i
(mod 2) and therefore a
i
"b
i
for 14i4t!1. Hence,
gs1"gs2 and s
1
"s
2
. This proves that DD(n)
0
D"2t~2e. j
LEMMA 5. gND(n)
0
.
Proof. Suppose that g"gsya1
1
2yat~1
t~1
, where 04s4e!1 is even,
a
i
3M0, 1N. This can be written as
g~s`1"ya1
1
2yat~1
t~1
.
Modulo pet
t
this gives g~s`1"1, which implies that !s#1 is even, contra-
dicting that s was even. j
DefineD(n)
1
"gD(n)
0
,
146 DING AND HELLESETHwhere the arithmetic is that of Z
n
. Combining Lemmas 2, 4 and 5 yields the
following result.
LEMMA 6. D(n)
0
WD(n)
1
"0, D(n)
0
XD(n)
1
"Z*
n
, where 0 denotes the empty set.
We call D(n)
0
and D(n)
1
the new generalized cyclotomic classes of order 2 with
respect to n. Our generalized cyclotomy is rather different from Whiteman’s
[17]. In the following D(n)
i
will denote D(n)
i.0$2
.
LEMMA 7. ‚et a3D(n)
j
. „hen aD(n)
i
"D(n)
i`j
.
Proof. Note that a3D(n)
j
can be expressed as
a"gs`jya1
1
2yat~1
t~1
,
where s is even. Any b3D(n)
i
can be expressed as
b"gt`iyb1
1
2ybt~1
t~1
,
where t is even. Hence,
ab"gt`s`i`jya1`b1
1
2yat~1`bt~1
t~1
.
By Lemma 3, ab3D
i`j
. j
3. NEW GENERALIZED CYCLOTOMIC NUMBERS
Let p be an odd prime and let (i, j)(p) denote the cyclotomic numbers of
order 2 with respect to p. The following conclusion is well-known [16].
LEMMA 8. If p,3 (mod 4), then
(1, 0)(p)"(0, 0)(p)"(1, 1)(p)"p!3
4
, (0, 1)(p)"p#1
4
.
If p,1 (mod 4), then
(0, 1)(p)"(1, 0)(p)"(1, 1)(p)"p!1
4
, (0, 0)(p)"p!5
4
.
Recall the generalized cyclotomic classes introduced in Section 2 and the
generalized cyclotomic numbers defined in Section 1. Before calculating the
generalized cyclotomic numbers of order 2 with respect to n, we first compute
those with respect to pm.
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0
"(g2), and D(pm)
1
"gD(pm)
0
, where the
arithmetic is that of Z
pm
. Define
R(pm)"M0, p, 2p,2, (pm~1!1)pN .
Then
Z
pm
"R(pm)XD(pm)
0
XD(pm)
1
.
LEMMA 9.
DR(pm)W(D(pm)
1
#1) D"G
0,
pm~1,
p,1 (mod 4),
p,3 (mod 4).
DR(pm)W(D(pm)
0
#1) D"G
pm~1,
0,
p,1 (mod 4),
p,3 (mod 4).
Proof. g2s#13R(pm) if and only if g2s,!1 (mod p). Since g is
a primitive root of p, g2s,!1 (mod p) if and only if 2s,(p!1)/2
(modp!1). This is impossible if p,3 (mod 4). If p,1 (mod4), then
(p!1)/2 is even. So 2s"(p!1)/2#a(p!1) for some a. It follows that
042s"(p!1) 1#2a
2
4pm~1(p!1).
Hence, 04a4pm~1!1. This proves the second part of the lemma, and the
first part then follows easily. j
The relations between the cyclotomic numbers (i, j)(pm) are described by the
following lemma:
LEMMA 10.
1. (0, 0)(pm)#(1, 0)(pm)"pm~1(p!3)
2
.
2. (0, 1)(pm)#(1, 1)(pm)"pm~1(p!1)
2
.
3. (1, 0)(pm)#(1, 1)(pm)"G
pm~1(p~1)
2
,
pm~1(p~3)
2
,
p,1 (mod4),
p,3 (mod4).
4. (0, 0)(pm)#(0, 1)(pm)"G
pm~1(p~3)
2
,
pm~1(p~1)
2
,
p,1 (mod4),
p,3 (mod4).
148 DING AND HELLESETHProof. We prove only part four, and the rest can be similarly proved.
Note that
D(pm)
0
XD(pm)
1
XR(pm)"Z
pm
.
By definition and Lemma 9
(0, 0)(pm)#(0, 1)(pm)"DD(pm)
0
W(D(pm)
0
#1) D#DD(pm)
1
W(D(pm)
0
#1) D
"pm~1(p!1)/2!DR(pm)W(D(pm)
0
#1) D
"G
pm~1(p~3)
2
,
pm~1(p~1)
2
,
p,1 (mod4),
p,3 (mod4).
THEOREM 1. If p,3 (mod4), then
(1, 0)(pm)"(0, 0)(pm)"(1, 1)(pm)"pm~1(p!3)
4
, (0, 1)(pm)"pm~1(p#1)
4
.
If p,1 (mod 4), then
(0, 1)(pm)"(1, 0)(pm)"(1, 1)(pm)"pm~1(p!1)
4
, (0, 0)(pm)"pm~1(p!5)
4
.
Proof. Since g is a primitive root of pm,
D(pm)
i
mod p"Mx,2,x
hij
pm~1
: x3D(p)
i
N . (5)
It follows that
(i, j)(pm)"D(D(pm)
i
#1)WD(pm)
j
D
"pm~1 D (D(p)
i
#1)WD(p)
j
D
"pm~1(i, j)(p).
The conclusions of this theorem then follows from Lemma 8. j
This theorem can also be proved by considering some character sums or
some Gaussian periods, but we prefer this straightforward approach here.
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D (D(pm)
i
#r)WD(pm)
j
D"G
pm~1(p!1)/2,
0,
if i"j;
otherwise.
Proof. Note that r mod p"0. It follows from (5) that
D (D(pm)
i
#r)WD(pm)
j
D"pm~1 DD(p)
i
WD(p)
j
D .
The conclusion then follows. j
Now we are ready to compute the new cyclotomic numbers of order 2 with
respect to n"pe1
1
2pet
t
.
THEOREM 3.
(i, j)(n)"(i, j)(pett )
t~1
<
k/1
(pek
k
!2pek~1
k
) ,
where (i, j)(pett ) are given in „heorem 1.
Proof. Recall the definition of D(n)
i
and D(p
ei
i )
i
. The Chinese Remainder
Theorem says that the mapping
q :Z
n
PZ
pe11
]2]Z
pett
,
q(x)"(xmod pe1
1
,2 , xmod pett )
is an isomorphism between the two rings. We now prove that q is a one-to-
one mapping between the following two sets:
q :D(n)
i
>¤
a1,2, at~1|M0,1N
D(pe11 )
i`a1
]2]D(pet~1t~1 )
i`at~1
]D(pett )
i
. (6)
By definition, every x3D(n)
i
must be of the form
x"g2s`iya1
1
2yat~1
t~1
.
By the definition of y
i
, we have
q(x)"(g2s`i`a1 mod pe1
1
,2, g2s`i`at~1 mod pet~1t~1 , g2s`imodpett ) .
Hence,
q(x)3D(pe11 )
i`a1
]2]D(pet~1t~1 )
i`at~1
]D(pett )
i
.
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(x
1
,2 ,xt)3D(p
e1
1 )
i`a1
]2]D(pet~1t~1 )
i`at~1
]D(pett )
i
,
by the Chinese Remainder Theorem there is an x3Z
n
such that
q(x)"(x
1
,2, xt). Obviously, x is not a zero divisor of Zn . Thus, it must
belong to D(n)
i
XD(n)
i`1
. By the proof above, x3D(n)
i
. Hence, q is surjective. The
Chinese Remainder Theorem says that q is injective.
It is straightforward to see that
¤
a1,2 , at~1|M0,1N
D(pe11 )
i`a1
]2]D(pet~1t~1 )
i`at~1
]D(pett )
i
"Z*
pe11
]2]Z*
pet~1t~1
]D(pett )
i
.
Hence
q :D(n)
i
PZ*
pe11
]2]Z*
pet~1t~1
]D(pett )
i
is a group isomorphism.
Note that
D(Z*
peii
#1)WZ*
peii
D"pei
i
!2pei~1
i
.
It then follows that
(i, j)(n)"D (D(n)
i
#1)WD(n)
j
D
"D [Z*
pe11
]2]Z*
pet~1t~1
]D(pett )
i
#(1, 1,2, 1)]
W[Z*
pe11
]2]Z*
pet~1t~1
]D(pett )
j
] D
"(i, j)(pett )
t~1
<
k/1
(pek
k
!2pek~1
k
) .
This theorem and Theorem 1 determine the new cyclotomic numbers of
order 2 with respect to n completely.
4. APPLICATIONS IN SEQUENCES AND CRYPTOGRAPHY
In this section we show how to construct binary sequences and some
cryptographic mappings based on this new generalized cyclotomy. To this
end, we need to do some preparations.
For any divisor d"<m
k/1
plik
ik
of n, where m is any integer with 14m4t,
14i
1
(2(i
m
4t, we can similarly define the cyclotomic classes D(d)
0
and
D(d)
1
with respect to d using the parameters y
i1
,2, yim .
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exactly the same).
LEMMA 11. ‚et d’1 be a divisor of n. „hen
1. D(d)
0
is a subgroup of Z*
d
with
DD(d)
0
D"/(d)/2.
2. „he two D(d)
i
form a partition of Z*
d
, i.e.,
D(d)
0
WD(d)
1
"0, D(d)
0
XD(d)
1
"Z*
d
.
The following result allows us to get a partition of Z
n
for the purpose of
constructing our binary sequences.
LEMMA 12.
Z
n
CM0N"¤
d Dn,d;1 C
n
d
(D(d)
0
XD(d)
1
)D .
Proof. Note that every a with 14a4n!1 can be written in the form
a"n
d
a
1
,
where d’1 is a divisor of n, 14a
1
4d!1, and gcd(a
1
, n)"1. It follows
that
a
1
3D(d)
0
XD(d)
1
and
a3n
d
(D(d)
0
XD(d)
1
) .
Hence
Z
n
CM0N-C¤d Dn,d;1
n
d
(D(d)
0
XD(d)
1
)D .
We now calculate the cardinality of the set described above. By Lemma 11
we haveDD(d)
0
XD(d)
1
D"/ (d) .
152 DING AND HELLESETHIt follows that the cardinality of the set, denoted by *, is
*" +
d Dn, d;1
/ (d)"n!1,
which is a well-known result in number theory. This completes the proof. j
With this lemma, we are now ready to define the binary sequence based on
this new generalized cyclotomy. Let
C
1
"M0NXC¤d Dn,d;1
n
d
D(d)
1 D (7)
and
C
0
"¤
d Dn,d;1
n
d
D(d)
0
. (8)
By Lemma 12, MC
0
,C
1
N is a partition of Z
n
, i.e.,
C
0
WC
1
"0, C
0
XC
1
"Z
n
.
The binary periodic sequence s= is then defined by
s
i
"a if and only if (imod n)3C
a
,
where imod n denotes the least nonnegative integer that is congruent to
i modulo n. Lemma 12 ensures that the sequence is well defined.
The sequence s= has least period n. In one cycle of this sequence there are
(n!1)/2 zeros and (n#1)/2 ones. Thus, the balance between 0 and 1 are
optimal since n is odd. The autocorrelation of this sequence partly depends
on the cyclotomic numbers of order 2, and should be ideal if n is properly
chosen.
As an example, we consider the case n"3]7"21. It is easy to check that
D(3)
0
"M1N , D(7)
0
"M1, 2, 4N , D(21)
0
"M1, 2, 4, 8, 11, 16N.
If follows that
C
0
"7D(3)
0
X3D(7)
0
XD(21)
0
"M1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 16N.
NEW GENERALIZED CYCLOTOMY 153Hence, the corresponding sequence is
s=" 100001000110011101111
hggggiggggj
100001000110011101111
hggggiggggj
2
The periodic autocorrelation function of a binary sequence s= of period N is
defined by
C
s
(a)"N~1+
i/0
(!1)si`si`a.
The autocorrelation values of this special sequence are described as follows:
C
s
(a)"





!3, if a3M2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 18, 19N ;
5, if a3M1, 4, 5, 16, 17, 20N ;
!7, if a3M7, 14N .
It is essential to note that for many odd n there are no (n, (n!1)/2, j) residue
difference sets on Z
n
. This means that it is impossible to construct sequences
s= such that
f in a cycle of the sequence the difference between the number of ones and
that of zeros is one; and
f its autocorrelation function is two-valued.
Thus, the above sequence based on this new generalized cyclotomy could be
the best, as far as autocorrelation property is concerned. We also mention
that the linear complexity (linear span) of these sequences should be quite
good. We will compute the exact linear complexity in a separate work.
This new generalized cyclotomy has also applications in cryptography. Let
f (x) be a mapping from Z
n
to Z
2
. The differentiality and nonlinearity of f (x)
are measured by
p (a, b)"Pr( f (x#a)!f (x)"b) ,
where Pr denotes the probability and 0Oa3Z
n
and b3Z
2
. The flatter the
values p (a, b) for all a3Z*
n
and all b3Z
2
, the better the differentiality and
nonlinearity of this mapping. In some cryptographic applications, such as the
construction of keystream generators, we need such mappings f (x) with good
nonlinearity.
With this new generalized cyclotomy we can construct mappings from
Z
n
to Z
2
with ideal nonlinearity with respect to the additions of Z
n
and Z
2
,
provided that n is chosen properly. This is done as follows.
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1
and C
0
be the subsets defined in (7) and (8) respectively. We define
the mapping f (x) by
f (x)"i if x3C
i
, i"0, 1.
Its differentiability and nonlinearity depend partly on the generalized cyclo-
tomic numbers of order 2. An interesting case is n"pq, the product of two
different primes. The most interesting case is when n"p(p#2), where p and
p#2 are twin primes. Here the application of this new generalized cyclotomy
in cryptography is similar to that of Whiteman’s described in [7]. We refer to
[7] for details.
5. APPLICATION IN CODING THEORY
Quadratic residue codes [14, Chapter 16] of prime lengths are a class of
interesting error-correcting codes due to a high minimum distance. Those
codes have a ‘‘square root bound’’ [2], which roughly asserts that the square
of the minimum distance is greater than the block length. Those codes are
special cases of the duadic codes discovered by Leon, Masley and Pless [12].
It should be noted that it is not known how many duadic codes of length
n"pe1
1
2pet
t
there are and how to construct them. Using the new generalized
cyclotomy of order 2, we can give a constructive approach to a large number
of the duadic error-correcting codes as follows.
Let h be an nth primitive root of unity over a field F containing GF(2). For
any positive integer d Dn and dO1, we define the new generalized cyclotomic
polynomials of order 2 with respect to d by
d(d)
k
(x)" <
a|D(d)k
(x!hnad ), k"0, 1.
Whether these polynomials belong to GF(2)[x] or not depends on the primes
p
i
. We shall come to this problem later. Now we consider the factorization of
xn!1 over F.
By Lemma 12 we have the following result.
LEMMA 13.
xn!1
x!1" <
d Dn, d;1
d(d)
0
(x)d(d)
1
(x) .
LEMMA 14. For any 14a4p!1, a3D(p)
i
if and only if a3D(pl)
i
for all
l51, where p is an odd prime.
Proof. The proof is straightforward and is omitted.
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0
if and only if p
t
,$1 (mod8).
Proof. Assume that 23D(n)
0
, there exists an even s with 14s4e!1
and a
i
3M0, 1N such that
2"gsya1
1
2yat~1
t~1
.
In particular gs,2 (mod pet
t
), since s is even, the last congruence implies that
2 is a quadratic residue of p
t
. Thus, p
t
,$1 (mod 8) by the Law of Quadratic
Reciprocity.
Assume that p
t
,$1 (mod8), by Lemma 14 we can find integers s
1
,2, st
satisfying gsi,2 (mod pei
i
) for i"1, 2,2 , t, where st is even. We choose
a
i
"0 if s
i
is even, and choose a
i
"1 if s
i
is odd for i"1, 2,2 , t!1.
Consider now the following set of congruences
s,s
1
!a
1
F
s,s
t~2
!a
t~2
s,s
t~1
!a
t~1
s,s
t
(mod pe1~1
1
(p
1
!1)),
(mod pet~2~1
t~2
(p
t~2
!1)),
(mod pet~1~1
t~1
(p
t~1
!1)),
(mod pet~1
t
(p
t
!1)).
(9)
Since s
i
!a
i
is even for i"1, 2,2, t!1 and st is also even, by the Generaliz-
ed Chinese Remainder Theorem, (9) has a unique solution 04s4e!1.
Clearly s is even. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, the element
gsya1
1
2yat~1
t~1
is equal to 2, and is an element of D(n)
0
. j
LEMMA 16. ‚et d’1 be a positive integer and d Dn. „hen d(d)
i
(x)3
GF(2)[x] if and only if 23D (d)
0
.
Proof. By Lemma 7,
d(d)
i
(x)2" <
a|D(d)i
(x!hnad )2
" <
a|D(d)i
(x2!h2nad )
" <
a|2D(d)i
(x2!hnad )
"G
d(d)
i
(x2),
d(d)
(i`1).0$2
(x2) ,
if 23D(d)
0
;
if 23D(d)
1
.
This completes the proof. j
156 DING AND HELLESETHWe are now only interested in the case that all the generalized cyclotomic
polynomials d(d)
i
(x) belong to GF(2)[x]. This is ensured if p
i
,$1 (mod8)
for all i. In the sequel we consider only the case p
i
,$1 (mod8) for all i.
By the definition of our new generalized cyclotomy of order 2, the follow-
ing result is obvious.
LEMMA 17. ‚et d’1 be a positive integer and d Dn. „hen the element
g3D(n)
1
satisfies
g mod d3D(d)
1
.
With all the preparations above, we are ready to describe the generalized
cyclotomic codes. We begin by defining some polynomials.
For i"1, 2, define
g
i
(x)" <
d Dn, d;1
d(d)
i
(x).
Let C
i
denote the cyclic code of length n with generator polynomial g
i
(x).
THEOREM 4. C
i
is an [n, (n#1)/2] code with minimum odd weight d5Jn.
In particular, if p
i
,!1 (mod8) for all i, then d2!d#15n.
Proof. Let u (x) be a codeword with Hamming weight h of C
0
(resp. C
1
),
then the polynomial v(x)"u(xg)mod (xn!1) is a codeword with Hamming
weight h of C
1
(resp. C
0
) by Lemmas 7 and 17. Thus, the two codes C
0
and
C
1
have the same minimum distance.
Let a(x) be a codeword of minimum odd Hamming weight d ofC
0
, then the
polynomial b(x) defined by
b(x)"a(x)a (xg)mod(xn!1)
is a codeword with odd Hamming weight of both C
0
and C
1
. It follows that
b(x) is a multiple of g
0
(x)g
1
(x). But
g
0
(x)g
1
(x)"xn!1
x!1
"1#x#x2#2xn~1 .
Hence, b(x)"1#x#x2#2#xn~1. Since there are at most d2 terms in
b(x), we have d25n.
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i
,!1 (mod 8) for all i, then it is not hard to see that !13D(d)
1
for any
integer d’1 with d Dn. Thus, replacing g with !1 in the above proof yields
d2!d#15n ,
since in this case, there are at most d2!d#1 terms in b (x). j
For any integer d’1 with d Dn, let u (d)3M0, 1N. Then u (x) is a mapping
from the set of divisors of n to M0, 1N. Define
h
u
(x)" <
d Dn, d;1
d(d)
u(d)
(x) .
Let H
u
denote the cyclic code of length n with generator polynomial h
u
(x).
The proof of Theorem 4 also proves the following conclusion:
THEOREM 5. For any mapping u above, H
u
is an [n, (n#1)/2] code with
minimum odd Hamming weight d5Jn. In particular, if p
i
,!1 (mod 8) for
all i, then d2!d#15n.
Since the number of distinct divisors d’1 of n is
w": (e
1
#1)(e
2
#1)2(e
t
#1)!1,
for one set of polynomials Md(d)
i
(x) : d Dn, d’1, i"0, 1N the number of
[n, (n#1)/2] binary cyclic codes described by Theorem 5 is 2w. Let v denote
the number of distinct such sets Md(d)
i
(x) : d Dn, d’1, i"0, 1N, then the number
of codes described by the generalized cyclotomic approach is v2w. Thus, the
generalized cyclotomic approach gives a large number of such duadic codes
described by Leon, Masley and Pless [12].
6. MORE GENERALIZED CYCLOTOMIES AND
THEIR APPLICATIONS
In the foregoing sections we have introduced a new generalized cyclotomy
and considered its applications in the design of sequences, cryptography, and
the construction of a large class of duadic codes. As pointed out at the
beginning of this paper, by finding different multiplicative subgroups of index
2 of Z*
n
, we can obtain different generalized cyclotomies of order 2. In this
section we introduce more new generalized cyclotomies of order 2 and
compute the corresponding cyclotomic numbers of order 2.
158 DING AND HELLESETHFor any nonzero vector a"(a
1
, a
2
,2 , at)3 (Z2)t, the equation
t
+
k/1
i
k
a
k
"0
over (Z
2
)t has 2t~1 solutions (i
1
, i
2
,2 , it)3 (Z2)t. Define
I(a,n)
0
"G(i1 , i2 ,2 , it)3 (Z2)t :
t
+
k/1
i
k
a
k
"0H ,
I(a,n)
1
"(Z
2
)tCI(a,n)
0
.
We further define
E(a,n)
0
"¤
(i1, i2,2 , it) |I(a,n)0
D(pe11 )
i1
]2]D(pett )
it
and
E(a,n)
1
"Z*
pe11
]2]Z*
pett
CE (a,n)
0
.
Since q is an isomorphism from Z*
n
to Z*
pe11
]2]Z*
pett
, let
D (a,n)
i
"q~1(E(a,n)
i
), i"0, 1.
It is straightforward to prove that E(a,n)
0
is a multiplicative subgroup of index
2 of Z*
pe11
]2]Z*
pett
. So D(a,n)
0
is a subgroup of index 2 of Z*
n
. Clearly there is
an element b3Z*
n
such that D(a,n)
1
"bD(a,n)
0
. The D(a,n)
1
and D(a,n)
0
are called
generalized cyclotomic classes of order 2 with respect to a and n. Our
generalized cyclotomy introduced before is the special case a"(0, 0,2 , 0, 1).
The corresponding cyclotomic numbers of order 2 with respect to a and n are
similarly defined as before, and denoted by (i, j)(a,n).
THEOREM 6.
(l,m)(a,n)" +
(i1,2, it)|I(a,n)l
+
(j1,2, jt) |I(a,n)m
t
<
k/1
(i
k
, j
k
)(pekk ) ,
where (i
k
, j
k
)(pekk ) are given in „heorem 1.
Proof. From the definition we have,
(l,m)(a,n)"D(D (a,n)
l
#1)WD(a,n)
m
) D
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(i1,2, it) |I(a,n)l
+
(j1,2, jt) |I(a,n)m
t
<
k/1
D (D(p
ek
k )
ik
#1)WD(pekk )
jk
D
" +
(i1,2, it) |I(a,n)l
+
(j1,2, jt) |I(a,n)m
t
<
k/1
(i
k
, j
k
)(pekk ) . j
We next give an explicit expression for the new generalized cyclotomic
numbers of order two.
THEOREM 7. ‚et a"(a
1
, a
2
,2 , at), where we also use the notation
a
i
"a
pi
. ‚et r denote the number of prime divisors of n with a
p
"1 and
p,1 (mod4). ‚et s denote the number of prime divisors of n with a
p
"1 and
p,3 (mod4). „hen,
(l,m)(a,n)"n
4
<
p Dn
p!2
p C1#
d
<
p Dn,ap/1
(p!2)D
where
d"G
3(!1)r,
(!1)r`1,
if l"0 and m,s (mod2),
otherwise.
Proof. Let
t
i,j
"G
1,
0,
if p,1 (mod4) and (i, j)"(0,0),
if p,1 (mod4) and (i, j)O(0, 0),
then by Lemma 8,
(i, j)(pk)"A
k
!t
i,j
, where A
k
"pk!1
4
and p
k
,1 (mod4).
Similarly, let
s
i,j
"G
!1,
0,
if p,3 (mod 4) and (i, j)"(0,1),
if p,3 (mod 4) and (i, j)O(0, 1),
then by Lemma 8,
(i, j)(pk)"B
k
!s
i,j
, where B
k
"pk!3
4
and p
k
,3 (mod4).
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0
"Mp Da
p
"0N,
P
1
"Mp Da
p
"1, p,1 (mod4)N and P
3
"Mp Da
p
"1, p,3 (mod4)N. With-
out loss of generality we assume that the first r components of a correspond
to P
1
, the next s components to P
3
, and the remaining components to P
0
.
Note that (i, k)(pk)"pk~1(i, j)(p), and that the indices (i
k
, j
k
) for k’r#s,
corresponding to P
0
take on all possible combinations in Z
2
]Z
2
. Since,
+
ik,jk|M0,1N
(i
k
, j
k
)(pk)"p
k
!2, it follows from Theorem 6 that
(l,m)(a,n)" n
<t
k/1
p
k
+
(i1,2 , it)|I(a,n)l
+
(j1 ,2, jt) |I(a,n)m
t
<
k/1
(i
k
, j
k
)(pk)
" n
<t
k/1
p
k
+
i1`2`ir`s/l
+
j1`2`jr`s/m
r`s
<
k/1
(i
k
, j
k
)(pk)
]
t
<
k/r`s`1
+
ik, jk| M0,1N
(i
k
, j
k
)(pk)
" n
<t
k/1
p
k
<
p|P0
(p!2) +
i1`2`ir`s/l
+
j1`2`jr`s/m
r`s
<
k/1
(i
k
, j
k
)(pk)
" n
<
p Dn
p
<
p Dn, ap/0
(p!2)„ (10)
where
„" +
i1`2`ir`s/l
+
j1`2`jr`s/m
r`s
<
k/1
(i
k
, j
k
)(pk) . (11)
Let
‚
1
"M (i
1
, i
2
,2, ir`s) D i1#i2#2#ir`s"lN
and
‚
3
"M ( j
1
, j
2
,2 , jr`s) D j1#j2#2#jr`s"mN .
For any subsets S
1
of M1, 2,2 , rN and S3 of Mr#1, r#2,2 , r#sN, let
SI
1
and SI
3
denote their respective complements. Expanding the expression for
„ leads to,
„" +
(i1 ,2 , ir`s) |L1
+
(j1,2 , jr`s )|L3
r
<
k/1
(A
k
!t
ik, jk
)
r`s
<
k/r`1
(B
k
!s
ik,jk
)
"+
S1
+
S3
(!1)r~DS1 D <
k|S1
A
k
<
k|S3
B
k
(!1)s~DS3 D +
L1
+
L3
<
k|SI 1
t
ik, jk
<
k|SI 3
s
ik, jk
.
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S1,S3
denote the inner double sum over ‚
1
and ‚
3
. The terms that
contribute have t
ik,jk
"1 and therefore, i
k
"j
k
"0 for k3SI
1
and similarly
s
ik, jk
"!1 which means i
k
"0, j
k
"1 for k3SI
3
. The contribution to K
S1,S3
is
therefore (!1)s~DS3D times the number of elements in ‚
1
and ‚
3
obeying these
restrictions. Therefore,
(!1)s~DS3DK
S1,S3
"G
4DS1D`DS3D~1, if DS
1
D#DS
3
D’0,
1, if DS
1
D#DS
3
D"0, l"0 and m,s (mod2),
0, otherwise.
Hence,
„" +
(S1,S3)O(0,0)
(!1)r~DS1D4DS1D`DS3 D~1 <
k|S1
A
k
<
k|S3
B
k
#c,
where c corresponds to S
1
"S
3
"0, i.e.,
c"G
(!1)r
0
if l"0 and m,s (mod2),
otherwise.
Therefore,
„"1
4 C +
(S1,S3)O(0,0)
(!1)r~DS1D <
k|S1
(4A
k
) <
k|S3
(4B
k
)#4cD
"1
4 C
r
<
k/1
(4A
k
!1) r`s<
k/r`1
(4B
k
#1)!(!1)r#4cD
"1
4 C
r`s
<
k/1
(p
k
!2)#(!1)r`1#4cD
"1
4 C <
p Dn, ap/1
(p!2)#dD , (12)
where d is as given in the theorem. Substituting this value of „ in (10)
completes the proof. j
In the next theorem we show that D (D(a,n)
l
#q)WD(a,n)
m
D can be calculated
similarly as the cyclotomic numbers in the previous theorem. This result is
useful to find the autocorrelation function of the large variety of binary
162 DING AND HELLESETHsequences that can be constructed from the new generalized cyclotomy using
the same techniques as in Section 4. For practical applications one would like
sequences where the maximum value of the out-of-phase autocorrelation is as
small as possible (see [11] for further results on sequences).
Let
d
i,j
"G
1
0
if i"j,
otherwise.
THEOREM 8. ‚et q
k
"q (mod p
k
), where we also use the notation q
k
"q
pk
.
‚et r denote the number of prime divisors of n with a
p
"1, q
p
O0, and
p,1 (mod4). ‚et s denote the number of prime divisors of n with a
p
"1,
q
p
O0, and p,3 (mod4), and let w denote the number of prime divisors of
n with a
p
"1 and q
p
"0. „hen,
D (D(a,n)
l
#q)W(D(a,n)
m
)"n
4
<
p Dn
p!2#dqp,0
p C1#
k
<
p Dn,ap/1, qpO0
(p!2)D ,
where q
p
3D(p)
up
for q
p
O0 and u"+
p Dn,ap/1,qpO0
u
p
.
In the case w51, then
k"







(!1)r, if l,u (mod 2) and m,u#s (mod2),
(!1)r`1, if l,u (mod 2) and m,u#s#1 (mod2),
(!1)r`1, if l,u#1 (mod2) and m,u#s (mod2),
(!1)r, if l,u#1 (mod2) and m,u#s#1 (mod2).
In the case w"0, then
k"G
3(!1)r,
(!1)r`1,
if l,u (mod2) and m,u#s (mod2),
otherwise.
Proof. Since, D (D(pe)
i
#q)WD(pe)
j
D"pe~1 D (D(p)
i
#q
p
)WD(p)
j
D, we get by
definition,
D (D(a,n)
l
#q)WD (a,n)
m
D" +
(i1 ,2, it) |I(a,n)l
+
(j1,2, jt) |I(a,n)m
t
<
k/1
D (D(p
ek
k )
ik
#q)WD(pekk )
jk
D
" n
<
p Dn
p
+
(i1,2, it) |I(a,n)l
+
(j1,2, jt) |I(a,n)m
t
<
k/1
D (D(pk)
ik
#q
k
)WD(pk)
jk
D.
NEW GENERALIZED CYCLOTOMY 163For the prime divisors p
k
with a
pk
"0, we obtain a contribution
+
ik,jk|M0,1N
D (D(pk)
ik
#q
k
)WD(pk)
jk
D"D (Z*
pk
#q
k
)WZ*
pk
D"p
k
!2#dqpk,0 .
Further,
D (D(pk)
ik
#q
k
)WD(pk)
jk
D"G
0, if q
k
"0, i
k
Oj
k
,
(p
k
!1)/2, if q
k
"0, i
k
"j
k
,
(i
k
#u
k
, j
k
#u
k
)(pk), if q
k
3D(pk)
uk
.
Assume that p
1
, p
2
,2, pv are all the prime divisors of n corresponding to
a
i
"1 and q
i
O0. Then by the assumption of this theorem, v"r#s. Further
we assume that p
v`1
,2, pv`w are all the prime divisors of n corresponding to
a
i
"1 and q
i
"0. Then the rest of the prime divisors of n correspond to a
i
"0.
Case I. w51.
Let H denote the set of all solutions (i
1
,2, iv`w , j1 ,2, jv`w)3 (Z2)2(v`w) of
the following set of equations
i
1
#2#i
v
#i
v`1
#2#i
v`w
"l,
j
1
#2#j
v
#j
v`1
#2#j
v`w
"m,
i
v`1
"j
v`1
,
F
i
v`w
"j
v`w
.
For each a3M0, 1N, let H
a
denote the set of solutions (i
1
,2, iv`w ,
j
1
,2, jv`w)3 (Z2)2(v`w) of the following set of equations
i
1
#2#i
v
"l!a,
j
1
#2#j
v
"m!a,
i
v`1
#2#i
v`w
"a,
i
v`1
"j
v`1
,
F
i
v`w
"j
v`w
.
Then it is straightforward to see that
H"H
0
XH
1
.
164 DING AND HELLESETHNote that the contributing terms, where q
k
"0, have i
k
"j
k
"0 and
i
k
"j
k
"1. Hence
D (D(a,n)
l
#q)WD(a,n)
m
D" n
<
p Dn
p
<
p Dn,ap/0
(p!2#dqp,0)]»,
where
»" +
i1`
2
`iv`w/l
+
j1`
2
`jv`w/m
v`w
<
k/1
D (D(pk)
ik
#q
k
)WD(pk)
jk
D .
Since H"H
0
XH
1
, we have
»" 1+
a/0
+
i1`
2`iv/l~a
+
j1`
2`jv/m~a
A
v
<
k/1
D (D(pk)
ik
#q
k
)WD(pk)
jk
DB
]A +
iv`1`
2`iv`w/a
v`w
<
k/v`1
DD(pk)
ik
DB
"1
2
v`w
<
i/v`1
(p
i
!1) 1+
a/0
+
i1`
2
i`v/l~a
+
j1`
2
`jv/m~a
A
v
<
k/1
D (D(pk)
ik
#q
k
)WD(pk)
jk
DB
"1
2
v`w
<
i/v`1
(p
i
!1) (”
0
#”
1
),
where
”
a
" +
i1`
2`iv/l~a
+
j1`
2`jv/m~a
v
<
k/1
(i
k
#u
k
, j
k
#u
k
)(pk).
With the same technique used to calculate the T of (11), we get
”
a
"1
4 C <
p Dn,ap/1,qpO0
(p!2)#d
aD ,
where
d
a
"G
3(!1)r,
(!1)r`1,
if l,u#a (mod2) and m,u#s#a (mod2),
otherwise.
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”
0
#”
1
"1
2
<
p Dn,ap/1,qpO0
(p!2)#d0#d1
4
"1
2
<
p Dn,ap/1,qpO0
(p!2)#k
2
,
where k is defined before in this theorem. Combining the above results proves
the first case.
Case II. w"0.
In this case, we have
»" +
i1`
2`iv/l
+
j1`
2`jv/m
v
<
k/1
D (D(pk)
ik
#q
k
)WD(pk)
jk
D
" +
i1`
2
`iv/l
+
j1`
2
`jv/m
v
<
k/1
(i
k
#u
k
, j
k
#u
k
)(pk)
"”
0
,
where ”
0
is calculated before. Combining this with the above results proves
the second case. j
Once the nonzero vector a"(a
1
, a
2
,2, at) is chosen, the generalized
cyclotomy and the two sets I(a,n)
0
and I(a,n)
1
are determined, so the formulae for
the cyclotomic numbers (l,m)(a,n) are clear.
It should be noted that the constructive approach used to introduce the
new generalized cyclotomy of Section 2 has the restriction (1), while
the approach of this section does not have such a restriction. This shows the
advantage of this general approach.
These generalized cyclotomies and cyclotomic numbers introduced in this
section have similar applications in coding theory, cryptography, and se-
quences as the new cyclotomy introduced before.
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